
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALIAH UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
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12 March, 2022  
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(IIA/27, New Town, Kolkata-700160) 

 

 
1. Candidates are advised to report at the Examination Centre (New Town Campus, Aliah 

University, IIA/27, New Town, Kolkata-700160) at 11 AM. 

2. The duration of the examination is of 2 hours i.e., from 12 NOON to 2 PM. 

3. No candidate will be allowed to enter the Examination Centre after 12 NOON. 

4. There is No Admit Card. Candidates should Note their Unique ID (User name) and 

Seat No. as given in the List of Eligible Candidates for writing on OMR Sheet and 

locating their examination hall. 

5. Seat number is allotted for the candidates eligible for AURET only. Same candidate 

having the different seat number for M.Phil. and Ph.D. programme will occupy the seat 

number mentioned for Ph.D. programme while taking the AURET. However, they are 

advised to write both the seat number (M.Phil. and Ph.D.) on the OMR. 

6. Candidates must carry a valid Photo Identity Card (PAN Card/ Voter 

Card/Aadhaar Card) with him/her. 

7. Candidates without a valid Photo Identity Card (PAN Card/ Voter Card/Aadhaar Card) 

will be debarred from appearing in the examination. 

8. The candidates must follow the COVID-19 protocols as notified by the Govt. of West 

Bengal and India from time to time. Candidates are advised to wear a mask and use 

sanitizer.  

9. Candidates are allowed to carry only Blue/Black Ball Point pen and scientific non- 

programmable Calculator, if required in their subject. 

10. Candidates are NOT allowed to carry any electronic gadget including mobile phone, 

earphone, electronic watches with facilities of calculator and stationeries except those 

mentioned in Pt. 9. 

11. Candidates must sign the Attendance Sheet before leaving the examination hall. 

12. All Candidates will be given a Question Booklet and OMRSheet. 

13. Candidates are not allowed to do rough work on the Question booklet or OMR Sheet. If 

required, extra sheets will be provided for rough work. 

14. Candidates must return the Question booklet, OMR Sheet and extra sheets if given for 

rough work at the end of the examination. 

15. The written examination is of 100 marks, divided into two sections each of 50 marks. 

16. Section B comprising questions on Research Methodology will be in English for all 

subjects. 

17. There are no negative marks for the wrong answer but if the circles in the OMR Sheet 



are not darkened properly with Blue/Black Ball point pen or changes made after 

answering one, the question will be marked as wrong. 

18. Candidates caught using unfair means or trying to disclose their identity in any way 

will be disqualified. 

19. Candidates must take responsibility for their personal belongings. Aliah University will 

not be responsible for the loss of any personal belonging of the candidates. 

20. The University reserves the right to drop or include any name if any suppression of 

facts on the part of the applicants or any mistake is detected at any stage before and 

after admission. 

21. For any query, send email to phdadmissionataliah@gmail.com.Your email will be 

entertained only if you have submitted Hard Copies of Application Form, Payment 

Slip/Receipt, all mark sheets and other necessary documents on/before the last date of 

Application Process. 

22. Applicants are advised to follow regularly the university 

website:https://www.aliah.ac.in/ (https://aliah.ac.in/doctoral1) for all information/ 

notification related to admission to the M.Phil. / Ph.D. Programmes. 
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